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100 Best Personal Statement Buzzwords
Also called power words, personal statement buzzwords are used by university and
college applicants in order to excel and show clarity and precision in their essay. It
has been said that these words create impact and poise, which help them get ahead
of other applicants. These words give them that overflowing confidence they need
when communicating their ideas. Below, we’ve listed the best buzzwords to use in
your personal statement.
100 Personal Statement Keywords
1. Achieved,
2. Addressed,
3. Advised,
4. Analyzed,
5. Approved,
6. Assessed,
7. Assured,
8. Authored
9. Budgeted,
10.Built
11.Calculated
12.Changed,
13.Combined,
14.Communicated,
15.Completed,
16.Computed,
17.Conceptualized,
18.Conducted
19.Constructed
20.Controlled
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21.Convinced,
22.Corrected,
23.Created,
24.Decreased,
25.Delegated,
26.Demonstrated,
27.Designed,
28.Determined,
29.Devised,
30.Directed,
31.Distributed
32.Drafted
33.Earned,
34.Effected
35.Eliminated,
36.Endorsed,
37.Enhanced,
38.Enlisted,
39.Entered,
40.Evaluated,
41.Executed,
42.Explained,
43.Expressed
44.Filed
45.Flagged,
46.Forecast
47.Found
48.Gathered,
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49.Granted
50.Handled
51.Helped
52.Identified,
53.Implemented
54.Incorporated
55.Influenced
56.Innovated,
57.Instituted,
58.Interpreted,
59.Introduced,
60.Inventoried,
61.Investigated
62.Joined
63.Learned,
64.Led,
65.Maintained,
66.Manufactured,
67.Measured
68.Met,
69.Monitored,
70.Moved
71.Named
72.Negotiated
73.Opened,
74.Organized,
75.Oversaw
76.Participated,
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77.Performed,
78.Placed,
79.Posted,
80.Presided,
81.Proficient,
82.Projected,
83.Proposed,
84.Published,
85.Pursued
86.Qualified
87.Questioned
88.Raised,
89.Received
90.Recruited,
91.Referred,
92.Reorganized,
93.Replied,
94.Responded
95.Reviewed
96.Saved,
97.Screened,
98.Shaped,
99.Simplified,
100.Sorted,
Reasons to Use Personal Statement Keywords
Your personal statement tells much about you, but it does not mean you narrate a
long story; instead, it has to let your readers get into your mind, know your
purpose.
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1. What are the reasons to applying in the university?
2. Why do you think the institution is the best among others for developing the
abilities, knowledge and skills you already have?
3. What are those that you have already accomplished or achieved that you
think would be useful in pursuing the particular study?
4. Why do you think that you are the right fit to become a student in the
university or college?
In short, your college essay is your weapon to selling yourself to the readers, more
like convincing them what makes you UNIQUE that other applicants do not have?
By using these personal statement keywords, you will be able to highlight your
expertise and skills that you think are what separates you from the rest and what
will be an asset for the institution if they take you in.
You see the point here? The context of your application is demonstrated in your
personal statement, which tells them the reasons to applying and the reasons you
are the right fit for the school. By using these power words in your application, you
will be able to demonstrate that you have the right abilities, knowledge and skills
that will prove an asset for the school, too.
And by speaking in a very succinct and precise way of using such power words,
you will be able to write/speak with full confidence that you have achieved or
accomplished this and that. In this case, you can eliminate that ambiguousness or
vagueness that readers are not interested about, and to tell you, the most successful
applicants in top universities are those that were able to write in a manner as if
they’re already accepted, all because they know how to utilize the right buzzwords
that demonstrate what they are best at and why they believe so.
And with these keywords in your personal statement, you can grab your reader’s
attention and prevent them from trashing your application after a few seconds,
approximately 15 or so. The reason is that you hook and hold their attention in a
manner that they cannot help but keep on reading. You know it’s like reading a
book which a reader’s interested to turning page after page because the events
(flow) are organized that he has to finish so he can get the whole point.
Don’t wish you had a good college essay. Create one with the use of 100
best personal statement buzzwords today!

